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From the Provincial
Fr. Bill Antone, O. M. I.
Dear Friends and Benefactors,
Three months after being elected in 1958, Bl. Pope John XXIII
announced his intention to convene an ecumenical council, the
21st in the history of the Church, known as the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965).
At the time this holy visionary famously said, “I want to throw open the windows of
the Church so that we can see out and the people can see in.”
Before the Council, as an eight-year-old altar server, I memorized all my prayers
in Latin as best I could. By the time the Second Vatican Council ended in 1965,
the use of Latin at Mass was mostly gone. I was 12 years old. In the small vestibule
of my home parish, I remember my father purchasing the paperback volume of The
Documents of Vatican II edited by Walter M. Abbott, S.J. I remember sensing that
whatever it contained was very important and that “change was in the air.” Much
has changed in our Church and in the world since then.
Among the many Vatican II documents which pointed to changes to come is The
Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et Spes). In its famous first paragraph we read
this challenging and inspiring sentence:
The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men of this
age, especially those who are poor or in any way afflicted, these are the
joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ.
Certainly the founder of the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, St. Eugene
De Mazenod, and every Oblate brother and priest since then – along with Oblate
friends, benefactors and collaborators like yourselves – welcome this commitment to
walk and to work “shoulder to shoulder” in solidarity with all of humanity. There is
much to criticize and even denounce in the world, and yet the Church joyfully and
humbly announces her commitment to love the world, as God does, to be attentive
to and share in all the experiences of our common humanity, and from that closeness,
to be an instrument and sacrament of healing and salvation.
It is this “closeness to the people” which we Oblates would like to continue to
offer in our many and diverse ministries. We are very grateful to all who support our
missionary efforts. May we continue to be blessed by the Spirit-filled openness and
optimism of our Church, and may hope continue to enlighten and brighten our path!
		Sincerely in Christ and Mary Immaculate,
Fr. Bill Antone, O.M.I.
		Provincial, U.S. Province
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Oblate CROSSINGS
Rosary Ministry in Haiti
People in Haiti are lifting their voices in prayer,
thanks to volunteers in the United States and one very
dedicated Missionary Oblate.
In nearly ten years thousands of rosaries have been
handmade by American volunteers and shipped to the
island nation, where they are distributed by Fr. John
Henault, O.M.I.

		
		

“Since I started picking up and giving out rosaries on
January 3, 2003 I’ve given out 72,825 rosaries,” said
Fr. John. “I still get thousands of requests. I figure I
will continue this apostolate as long as possible.”

Environmental Issues in Bangladesh
The Missionary Oblates in Bangladesh are working
with environmentalists on two projects to prevent
environmental calamity.
In the northeastern Sylhet region, illegal logging threatens
the livelihood of the indigenous Khasi and Garo peoples.
Oblates are working with the communities to help them
gain title to their ancestral lands – essential to protecting
the forest.
In Dhaka, a city of over 16 million people, the Oblates are
working with the Buriganga RiverKeeper to clean up the
badly polluted Buriganga River that is the lifeblood of
the city.
“The issues are different but the dynamics are similar:
ordinary people are suffering from a rampant disregard
for the integrity of creation,” said Fr. Seamus Finn, O.M.I.,
Director of the Oblates’ Peace, Justice and Integrity of
Creation Office in the United States.
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New Health Center Dedicated
in Congo

year. On average about 700 babies were born at
Siloam annually.

In June the Oblates in Congo dedicated their new
Siloam Health Center on the outskirts of the capital,
Kinshasa. The health center serves the needs of the
very poor who otherwise would have no place to turn.
Since 2002 the Oblates operated the health center in
primitive conditions in rented buildings. Thousands
of sick and malnourished people were treated every

Oblates Face Violence in the
Philippines
On August 2 the Our Lady of Mount Carmel Cathedral
in Jolo, Philippines was bombed with a grenade.
Bishop Angelito Lampon, O.M.I. said nobody was hurt
in the blast. He also said the bombing serves as a
reminder of the danger Oblates face from radical
Islamist militants.

On Christmas Day 2010 a bomb was detonated in
a chapel where two Oblates were celebrating the
Eucharist at a police compound. Two persons were
killed and nine were injured in that attack.
In 1997 Bp. Benjamin De Jesus, O.M.I. was murdered
in front of the cathedral. Today his successor,
Bp. Lampon, must travel at all times with
military protection.

This DATE in Oblate History ...
March 19, 1852 – After traveling for four months
from France over rough seas, Oblates land in South
Africa. They established parishes, schools and
medical facilities. Their ministries expanded into
several other countries on the African continent.
April 3, 1852 – Frs. Louis Joseph D’herbomex, O.M.I.
and Charles Pandosy, O.M.I. establish
St. Joseph Mission in the Oregon Territory, near
present day Yakima, Washington. In addition to
caring for the spiritual needs of local residents, the
Oblates helped dig canals to improve farming in
the area.
April 25, 1813 – Saint Eugene De Mazenod
establishes the Christian Youth Association in Aix,
France to bring youth closer to Christ and to form
them in the Christian faith.
April 29, 2010 – Pope Benedict XVI appoints
Fr. Victor Gnanapragasam, O.M.I. as the first

Apostolic Vicar of Quetta, Pakistan. The region
has about 27,000 Catholics and is served by
eight priests.

May 9, 1941 – Blessed Josef Cebula, O.M.I. is killed
by Nazi guards in the Mauthausen concentration
camp. In 1999 he was beatified by Pope John Paul II
as one of 108 martyrs of World War II.
May 21, 1861 – Saint Eugene De Mazenod dies
in Marseille, France at the age of 79. At the time
of his death, the congregation that he founded
included 415 Oblates serving in seven countries.
Today, more than 4,100 Oblates serve in more than
60 countries.
June 21, 1856 – The Missionary Oblates establish
their first mission in Ireland. They purchase a
small farm in the town of Inchicore. When they
asked the community for help to build a chapel, 700
people responded, and the chapel was built

February 2013
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Remembering
Council
the

Fr. James Allen, O.M.I.

I must admit that my memories of the Second
Vatican Council are rather piecemeal. I did not
keep a diary nor do I have any other personal
written recollections of the period. I’ll simply note
here what comes to mind in a number of categories.

The International Roman Scholasticate Community
Blessed Pope John XXIII had already announced the Council a few months before
my arrival in Rome in late September of 1959. I had just come from the novitiate
where there had been very little “buzz” about this Church event that would have such
an impact on our lives. I found a scholasticate community in Rome that was already
excited about the Council.
Ours was an international
community – 18 different
countries were represented.
Therefore, individuals and groups
looked forward to the Council
from different points of view.
Since I was barely beginning
my philosophical studies, some
of the issues about Divine
Revelation and other theological
arguments were way over my
head. I remember sitting in on
a community discussion about “catechetical” preaching vs. “kerygmatic” preaching. I
had no idea what they were talking about. It took me a while to really understand the
importance of what was going to take place.
When the Council actually began, I was a theology student and able to engage
better in what became the main topics of many of our conversations. Every scrap of
news, every bit of gossip, every draft of Council documents that we could get our hands
on became the focus of our chatter. We knew who the heroes of the Council were and
who we thought was working against the heroes.
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One of the great advantages of being in Rome during the Council was to have
access to some of the renowned theologians who were serving as periti or experts to
the Council Fathers. We attended public talks by such men as the saintly Dom Helder
Camara of Recife, Brazil. We had as dinner guests and heard presentations in our own
house from such men as Yves Congar, Hans Küng, Edward Schillebeeckx and Karl
Rahner. While I did not hear him myself, I remember a German classmate telling me
about his having heard a young theologian who was making a name for himself: Fr. Josef
Ratzinger (now Pope Benedict XVI). A couple of American Oblates were at some of
the sessions as periti.
The first session of the Council was
probably the most exciting for me since that
was when a lot of the behind-the-scenes
activity was happening and the real “meat”
of the Council was being prepared.
An area of particular interest was the
sacred liturgy and the rumors we heard
about possible innovations that could
give new life to the official prayer of
the Church. While we were enthusiastic supporters of the use of the vernacular in
the liturgy, we knew that a handful of Oblates in the General House were adamantly
opposed to anything but the traditional Latin language. A couple of them were even
publishing articles in journals about the sacred character of Latin.
Another liturgical issue that caused a lot of chatter among the seminarians was the
placement of the altar and the celebrant’s facing the people. One Oblate commented
that he was against having the celebrant face the people because “some of us are not as
beautiful as others.”

The Oblate Bishops
The Superior General, Fr. Leo Deschtelets, decided to invite all of the Oblates who
were Council Fathers to live at the General House during the sessions of the Council.
That meant that rooms had to be prepared for over 30 archbishops and bishops, a couple
apostolic prefects and several theologians who accompanied the bishops. The student
priests of the Studium Generale had to move out of the General House and take up
lodging in a nearby apartment house owned by the Oblates.
Some of the bishops were very friendly; some barely acknowledged our presence.
Those who really stand out in my memory were Bishops Gerard Mongeau and
Francis McSorley from the Philippines; Bishop John Taylor from Stockholm; and most
especially, Archbishop Denis Hurley. These men would spend time chatting with the
scholastics whenever our paths would cross. Archbishop Hurley was a source of many
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interesting tidbits from the Council. He had been a member of the Central Preparatory
Commission, so he knew a lot of the stories behind the stories. Although he was not an
Oblate, I did meet by chance one of the heroes of my youth, Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen.
He was kind enough to stop and chat with me when I met him on a street in Rome.

The Holy Father(s)
When I was a young scholastic in my early 20s, I willingly stood for hours to be
part of a papal Mass or other celebration. I was present when Bl. Pope John XXIII
stood in the portico of St. Peter’s Basilica to officially set the date for the beginning of
the Council. I was also present in St. Peter’s Square on October 11, 1962 when what
appeared to be a steady stream of white moved across the Square into St. Peter’s. The
white sea was composed of the miters atop the heads of the Council Fathers, solemnly
accompanying the Holy Father in his sedia gestatoria.
I was also in St. Peter’s Square on June 3, 1963 for a Mass for the dying John XXIII.
Just as the Mass ended, the lights went on in the papal apartment and the death of the
Holy Father was announced. I felt truly blessed to have been so close to his “going home.”
During the conclave later that month, I was in the midst of final exams. We were
about a 20-minute walk from St. Peter’s (we never had money for city buses in those
days!). I went down there on June 20 to see black smoke over the Sistine Chapel. The
next day, June 21, I studied all morning and decided at the last minute to go down for
the noontime burning of ballots. I no sooner walked into the Square when smoke came
out of the chimney...first black and then white. Again, I was going to see history in the
making. After what seemed a long wait (we had not yet had lunch), the announcement
was made: “Habemus papam…!” And as soon as the Cardinal Dean had said “Johannem
Baptistam…,” before he could say “Montini”…the roar went up. Cardinal Giovanni
Battista Montini had been the heir presumptive for some time. The big surprise was his
taking a name that had not been used for several centuries: Pope Paul VI.

My Days at the Holy Office
I can say that something I did had a direct link with the
Council. One of the formators on the staff of our scholasticate,
Fr. Michel Leclerq, O.M.I. worked at what was then known as
the Holy Office (now the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith). During the summer of 1963, between the first and second
sessions of the Council, he asked me to come to Rome from our
summer home in Roviano to do some typing for the Council.
Some conciliar schemata had been discussed at the first session of
the Council. The bishops were invited to send in their comments and
suggestions for new drafts of these documents. I spent about two weeks in a room in
the basement of the Holy Office typing onto mimeograph stencils these comments and
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suggestions. They were in Latin and a lot of it was repetitive. But I knew that even
the Holy Father might possibly read what I was typing. I think this is the reason the
prenovices saw me as “part of history!” And I enjoyed it when the Swiss Guards clicked
their heels in salute when I walked by them!

At the University
We happened to be in the first
year of theology during the first
session of the Council, which was
discussing such topics as Divine
Revelation and the Church. We
were simultaneously studying
those very things in our course
work. Unfortunately, both of our
professors in those fields were not
at all amused by the Council or the direction it was taking in their disciplines. Yet we
were already hearing and reading about the “People of God” and a new way of looking
at the Church.

After the Council
The Council concluded on December 8, 1965. Ten days later, I was ordained to the
priesthood at the General House chapel in Rome. I guess I can call myself a “Vatican
II priest.” For my First Mass at the Villa Nazareth boarding school for poor boys, I was
able to use both English and Italian for parts of the Mass since in Italy the use of the
vernacular had begun on the first Sunday of Advent that year. The Eucharistic prayer
was still in Latin, however, and the altar had not yet been turned toward the people.
In late June of 1966 I left Rome to return to the United States after having
been away for seven years. I was full of enthusiasm about the ideas contained in the
documents of the Council.
Blessed Pope John XXIII was convinced that it was the Holy Spirit that guided
his decision to call an Ecumenical Council for the good of the Church. During the
Council, the members daily invoked this same Spirit upon their deliberations. Just as
happened in the Church of apostolic times, there were disagreements about how the
Spirit was leading the Church. There will be similar disagreements until the Second
Coming of the Lord in glory. I’m just glad that I have lived in this particular era of the
Spirit’s working among us. And I am consoled by the words of Jesus: “I will not leave
you orphans.”
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Oblates in Zambia Take
Roads Less Traveled
“On the roads in Zambia, each trip has a story. It is a story about a road and a
vehicle. But for us it is also a story about the Oblates and how we travel these roads
and the people we visit.” Fr. Cyril Keba, O.M.I.
Father Vincent was scheduled to
preside at an evening Palm Sunday Mass
in the Zambian village of Namatindi. He
was late, and the parishioners wondered if
the visiting priest was going to show up.
When he finally arrived, the congregation
was taken aback.

stuck in the mud.
For four hours Fr. Vincent and his
team tried to dig their truck out. The more
they dug, the deeper the truck sank.
When a tractor arrived on the scene they
thought they were saved - but not so fast.

“As he got out of his vehicle he resembled
a ghost,” joked Fr. Cyril Keba, O.M.I.
“His face was disfigured with a muddy
make-up and his clothes were all muddy
too. He was a true phantom.”
Father Vincent’s phantom appearance
was the result of a nearly impassable road,
a challenge the Missionary Oblates face
frequently as they minister in the western
region of Zambia.
On that fateful morning Fr. Vincent,
along with altar servers and pastoral team
members, had left the city of Kalabo for the
nearby village of Namatindi. It should have
been a short drive, but their vehicle got
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As the tractor pulled the vehicle to
freedom it slipped backwards and also got
stuck in the mud. The rescuers had to be
rescued. Eventually, after several more
hours of digging, pushing and pulling, the
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vehicles were free and Fr. Vincent and his
team were on their way to Namatindi battered, bruised and very muddy.
Road conditions in western Zambia,
where the majority of the Missionary
Oblates serve, have changed little in the
past 50 years. Trucks share the roads with
pedestrians, ox-drawn carts, herds of goats,
pigs or chickens and even the occasional
wild animal. A 50-mile trip can take
eight hours.
“A journey from one village to
another can be a nightmare,” said Fr. Cyril.
“One has to make sure that the vehicle is
thoroughly checked before departure.”
The Oblates travel these roads
with large containers of water – not for
themselves but for their truck. Forcing
their way through deep sand or mud can
cause an engine to overheat. Water
must be poured into the radiator to cool
things down.
“During the rainy season many of
these roads are impassable,” said Fr. JeanRene Talabo, O.M.I. who works in the
Shang’ombo mission along the Angolan
border. “We might have to wait six or
seven months before we can get through to
visit these small villages.”
But for now most of the roads
remain in a state of disrepair,
causing economic hardship
for the people of
Mongu. Because most
goods have to be
transported into the
region, transportation
companies pass along
the added cost to
the consumers.

“Here you have the poorest people in
the country and they are paying the
highest prices for their goods,” said
Fr. Victor Wansa, O.M.I. “Many items
here cost about twice as much as they do in
(the capital city of ) Lusaka.”
Father Celestino Chishimba, O.M.I.
recalls an adventurous journey of almost
Biblical proportions on a Zambian
road. Father Celestino and Fr. Kennedy
Kantongo, O.M.I. were driving to an
outstation when their truck broke down in
the middle of a game park. It would have
taken days to walk to the village, so they
decided to hunker down and wait for help
to arrive. After two days no one had come.
At night the two Oblates had to sleep
in their truck. Lions, leopards and hyenas
wandered by and looked in
the windows.

“A journey
from one
village to another
can be
a nightmare...”
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“Finally, one morning we
saw a friend coming over the
hill, riding a tractor,” said
Fr. Celestino. “It was like
the Messiah rescuing His
people. Oh, I was
so happy!”
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Cultures by Faith:
A New Mode of Mission

Shaping

Father George McLean, O.M.I.
explains his ministry in a simple
phrase that echoes the prophet Isaiah:
“There are many roads that converge
in the holy mountain.”
For more than 50 years
Fr. McLean has been traveling the
world, helping people of different
faiths and cultures better understand
each other, and in the process
building a more tolerant and
respectful society based upon their
religious values.
Today Fr. McLean heads the
Council for Research in Values and
Philosophy (RVP) in Washington,
D.C. The council is made up of
prominent philosophers and social
scientists from many countries who
work to build cooperation among
peoples by healing tensions and
promoting peace and cooperation on
a global scale.
“There is an urgent need of deep
exploration of the relation of faith
and reason, of religion and modern
life,” said Fr. McLean. “For this,
there is a great need to share our
common experiences and insights
and to think through how a religious
perspective can engage the secular
mind and how faith can be lived in
the modern context.”
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Gaining international acclaim as
a lecturer and philosopher was an
unexpected path for Fr. McLean.
He was born into a working class
Scottish-Irish family in Lowell,
Massachusetts. As a child Fr. McLean
dreamed of being a missionary and
working with the Eskimos.
But that dream changed when
he went to Rome as a seminarian.
There he lived and studied with
over 100 Oblate seminarians from
20 different countries. The multicultural experience changed his
life, and promoting the religious
inspiration and motivation of
harmony between people of different
cultures, faiths and backgrounds
became his life’s ambition.
“The experience was unique
because French was spoken at the
residence, Latin was used in the
classes, and Italian was the local
language,” said Fr. McLean, who is
fluent in five languages.
Soon after ordination in 1955,
Fr. McLean began organizing
workshops to examine how religion
and philosophy can play an active
role in social and cultural changes.
The workshops attracted philosophy
professors and students from around
the world.
www.omiusa
omiusa.org
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Father McLean also began traveling extensively to help people apply the
religious resources of their culture to the challenges of their place and time.
In Poland he worked with Cardinal Karol Wojtyla (later Pope John Paul II)
to form the Polish Solidarity movement. Bronius Kuzmick, a Lithuanian
philosopher who would become the country’s vice president, attended one
of Fr. McLean’s seminars. He used the knowledge he gained from that
seminar to help negotiate his country’s independence from the USSR
in 1990.
In 1998 Fr. McLean became the first non-Muslim to lecture in Qom,
Iran. He also helped organize Iran’s first conference on human rights in
2001. “We have a clash of civilizations going on in places like the Middle
East, which involves religious identity,” said Fr. McLean. “So the relation of
faith and reason becomes central to promoting peace among nations.”
To better coordinate the seminars, conferences and research studies,
Fr. McLean created the RVP at Catholic University, where he has been a
professor since 1958. Over the past 30 years the council has worked with
faculties at leading universities and academies of
science in more than 60 countries. More than
250 studies by research teams have been
published by RVP.
In 2012 RVP conducted international
seminars and conferences in the United
States, Lebanon, South Africa, Nigeria,
Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, Uganda, China, Poland
and Russia.
Father McLean said that in nearly
60 years of working to build cultural bridges,
he has discovered that culture reflects the spiritual
foundation of human life, and that spiritual cultivation
gives birth to social progress.
“Culture is a renewal, a reliving of origins in
an attitude of profound appreciation,” said
Fr. McLean. “This leads us beyond self and
other, beyond identity and diversity, in
order to comprehend both.”
To learn more about the Council for
Research in Values and Philosophy, visit
their website: www.crvp.org.
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Lobbying

on behalf
of the
world’s
poor
Fr. Seamus Finn, O.M.I.

The Missionary
Oblates are pressuring
world leaders to be
fairer in their dealings
with people living in
poverty. This is being
accomplished through
a partnership with an
advocacy organization
that speaks out against
economic injustice in
poor countries.
A recent success story to come from
this partnership was the sale of gold by
the International Monetary Fund to
benefit poor countries. Nearly
$4 billion has been approved by the
IMF for this purpose.
“One of the most powerful
institutions in the world decided to
14
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do the right thing because ordinary
people cared and acted,” said Fr.
Seamus Finn, O.M.I., Executive
Director of the Oblates’ Justice, Peace
and Integrity of Creation (JPIC) Office
in the United States.
The Missionary Oblates are
founding members of the Jubilee USA
Network. Their work in advocating
for the poor at global institutions like
the IMF is a direct response to the
call of the Oblate General Chapter
of 1972. Father Seamus was directly
involved in lobbying the IMF on the
issue of the sale of their gold reserve.
In December 2010 the IMF sold
403 metric tons of gold. The Fund
earned a huge profit, $3.8 billion, due
to the sky-high market price of gold at
the time.
Father Seamus noted that at
first the IMF barely acknowledged
this massive windfall and assumed
those funds would remain in their
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general reserves. Some of the money
was suspected to be used for major
renovations to the IMF offices in
Washington, D.C.
When word of the excessive
reserve funds leaked out, Jubilee USA,
with the support of the Missionary
Oblates, began pressuring the IMF
to use these funds for debt relief for
the world’s poorest countries. Tens of
thousands of petitions had arrived at the
IMF headquarters by February 2012.
The IMF Executive Board
succumbed to the pressure. In addition
to putting nearly $4 billion into the
Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust,
the IMF also extended a 0% interest
rate that will make the trust available
beyond 2014.

“While many of us have
concerns about IMF lending, this
0% extension on existing loans
will mean real relief for millions
of people and translate into
direct support for low-income
countries,” said Fr. Seamus.
Cancellation or reduction of
international debt for poor countries
has been addressed by the Oblates for
more than 30 years. Oblates in Latin
America first called attention to the
issue because they saw firsthand how
national debt was having a devastating
impact on the lives of the people
they served.

“The burden of international
debt continues to deepen poverty
in poor countries,” said
Fr. Seamus. “Most heavily
indebted nations spend more on
debt servicing than on public
services, robbing their citizens of
health services, education and
clean water.”
As an example, Fr. Seamus
explained that most African
governments spend about $3 per
person per year on medical care and
schools, and $17 per person on debt
repayment. Most of these countries
have repaid what they borrowed
several times over but high interest
rates and penalties incurred decades
ago have caused their debts to balloon
beyond reason.
“Recent debt cancellation for the
poorest countries has led to increased
spending on health and education,”
said Fr. Seamus. “This has made a real
difference in the lives of the poor.”
For more information about the work of
the Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation
Office, visit their website: omiusajpic.org.
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Living the Oblate Charism:
Fr. Ray Cook, O.M.I.

“Your destiny is to be apostles, and so
tend within your hearts the sacred fire that
the Holy Spirit lights there…”
- Saint Eugene De Mazenod, Nov 17, 1851
“I used to work at Yale-New Haven
Hospital as a web developer,” said Fr. Ray
Cook, O.M.I. “And before that I was a trainer
for Microsoft products.” So when the
44-year-old decided to become an Oblate
priest he couldn’t have chosen a much more
drastic vocational change.
Father Ray, a New Haven, Connecticut
native, reflected and prayed for years before
applying to the Oblates at age 35. He can’t pinpoint the moment he decided to
consider another path in life. “There was no big conversion moment,” Fr. Ray
said. “It was slow…I took years to decide on religious life.”
One year later he was living in the Bishop Fallon Residence, a house
of studies in Buffalo, New York for men interested in the call to the Oblate
priesthood and brotherhood. “It was my first time ever being a full-time
student,” said Fr. Ray. “It was a very positive experience.”
Father Ray worked as an intern at St. William Parish in Tewksbury,
Massachusetts in 2010-11. “It was great to get to know and serve the
community,” he said. “I loved it. They were very open to having me there
and helping me learn. It was a good opportunity to practice different areas of
preaching that I wouldn’t get to learn in school.”
Father Ray’s first assignment is at King’s House Retreat and Renewal
Center in Belleville, Illinois. “It was a surprise to be assigned to a retreat
house,” admitted Fr. Ray. “Typically we are assigned to a parish, but I’m finding
that being at King’s House, I’m still celebrating the sacraments and helping at
parishes – and I’m also able to reach out to the local community.”
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Father Ray sought out opportunities to share the Oblate charism after only
two weeks at King’s House. “I found the Family Center run by the Sparkill
Dominican Sisters in East St. Louis,” said Fr. Ray. East St. Louis, Illinois is a
poverty-stricken city known for its high rate of violent crime. “I asked the sisters
if they needed help with anything and in my mind I was thinking, ‘Anything but
youth ministry!’ But that’s what they said they needed,” he laughed. “So I started
a youth group with two of the sisters.”
The group began with eight young people between the ages of 15 and 21.
When the group met a second time, that number doubled. “By the time we had
our third meeting we started establishing trust,” explained Fr. Ray. “The group is
smart and motivated – it’s easy to see that they are going to be the future leaders
of their city.”
Father Ray tasked the young adults to name their group – and they decided
on The Cure. “They feel like areas of the city are unhealthy and they want to be
the cure,” Fr. Ray explained. “We’re still in the beginning stages. We’re getting
ideas, talking about our faith and about real-life issues. They want someone to
listen and encourage them.” Father Ray has even encouraged the group to share
their feelings about several shootings in East St. Louis. Many of the victims were
their friends and neighbors – including a teen who was mowing a lawn when he
was murdered.
Father Ray and the sisters took some of the older youth to watch Anne and
Emmett at the Black Repertory Theatre in St. Louis, Missouri. The play tells the
story of an imaginary meeting between martyr Anne Frank and Emmett Till, a
victim of racial hatred in the U.S. “The kids were
able to see the difference these
two children made,” said Fr.
Ray. “Now they want to have a
peace rally in their city.”
Saint Eugene De Mazenod,
the Oblate founder, told his
fellow Oblates that their destiny
is to be apostles. Father Ray
Cook has certainly taken the
founder’s words to heart as he
shares the Oblate charism with
everyone he encounters.
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Immaculate Heart of Mary Novitiate
Hundreds of Oblates and Oblate novices over the years have found a “home
away from home” near the small town of Godfrey, Illinois. Dense woods,
breathtaking bluffs and idyllic pastures create the perfect environment for a very
special Oblate ministry: the Immaculate Heart of Mary Novitiate.
Young men who have completed the Oblates’ pre-novitiate program move
on to Godfrey for their novitiate year. The novices deepen their prayer life and
their relationship with the Lord so they are prepared to go out in mission and
serve in His name. Novitiate is the “heart” of an Oblate’s training, focusing on
the spiritual life, history, Oblate traditions and religious vows, the charism of the
congregation and the person of St. Eugene De Mazenod, O.M.I.
Novitiate is a time set aside for prayer, self-knowledge and personal growth
in faith, under the guidance of the Novice Master, Novice Staff and a Spiritual
Counselor or Director, whose role is to “walk with” the novices on their journey
to brotherhood or priesthood.
Father Tom Horan, O.M.I. has been the Novice Director at Immaculate Heart
of Mary for six years. He has worked with about 30 young men in that time. “The
most rewarding thing about this role is watching these young men grow in their
Oblate identity,” said Fr. Horan. “They acquire new skill sets through Novitiate.”
The novitiate year is highly structured. Each day begins with morning
prayer followed by a classroom experience. Students learn about a variety of
topics including the Oblate constitution, human development, theology – and
the life of the Oblate founder, St. Eugene De Mazenod. Classes are followed by
Mass and lunch, where the novices are expected to set up and clean up the meal.
The novices have free time in the afternoon to do homework or spend time in
prayer. The community gathers together for evening prayer and dinner and they
close the day with quiet time for reading, study and recreation.
The novices have a number of responsibilities throughout their stay. They
are expected to maintain the bathrooms, common areas, kitchen and even
vehicles, as well as regular yard work and house maintenance projects.
Each week the novices visit with retired sisters or Oblates. The Ursuline
convent is in a neighboring town. “The novices provide music for the sisters,
tell stories – it’s a very reciprocal relationship,” said Fr. Tom. “They absolutely
18
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love it.” The novices also meet
the elder Oblates at St. Henry
Community in Belleville, Illinois
where they encounter Oblates and
their rich stories of missionary life.
“This helps the novices deepen
their own Oblate call and identity,”
explained Fr. Tom.
Every two weeks the novices
share their
prayer
life with a
qualified
spiritual
director
of their
choosing.
They also
participate in
“Desert Days” – 24 hours of prayerful
silence. The young men gather as a
community after the 24-hour period to
reflect on the rewards and experiences
of their “desert” time.
Living in community can be a
difficult situation for some of the
novices. “We have a house meeting
every two weeks with a local
psychologist,” explained
Fr. Tom. “We work on living better
in community, gather feedback
and discuss the gives and takes of
community life.”

The ultimate purpose of the
novitiate year is to help the novices
discern their Oblate vocation.
Through regular formation interviews
which include goal-setting and
growth-building challenges, the
Novitiate Staff accompanies each
novice as he prepares himself to
make his first public commitment to
religious life.
The year
concludes when
the novices make
their first formal
commitment
to the Oblates
by taking First
Vows. They
commit to live
the Oblate vows of poverty, chastity
and obedience for one year.
Novitiate formation ends with
a free and faith-filled commitment
in the Oblate Congregation. The
novice, having received the Father’s
love in Jesus, dedicates his life to
making that love visible. He entrusts
his fidelity to the one whose cross he
shares, whose promises are his hope.
Constitutions and Rules of the
Congregation of the Missionary
Oblates of Mary Immaculate, Rule 59
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“We are always Oblates first.”
Fr. Jim Brobst, O.M.I.
Many of us who become attracted to living the consecrated life
as Catholics learn about it by knowing men and women who are
members of vowed religious communities - sisters, brothers and
sometimes priests. Often we know these people first by what they
do, rather than what they profess or which religious community
they belong to. My own story of joining the Missionary Oblates
of Mary Immaculate reflects this.
As a young man in Catholic grade school and high school,
I was liturgically active in my parish, whether as an altar server
or a lector for school Masses. Later on, as I studied music, I was
also a musician for liturgies in neighboring Catholic parishes. Each parish had its
own pastor and perhaps an associate, and some had sisters teaching in the schools or engaged
in other ministries.
As I grew older I came to know a group of men whose priests sometimes celebrated
Eucharist at the parishes where I was a musician. They did not have parishes themselves,
but came from a residence where men spent an intense year discerning whether to become
members of their missionary order, the Oblates of Mary Immaculate. Some were hoping to
be ordained priests as well, but all were preparing for brotherhood as Missionary Oblates.
I was particularly drawn to the way these men carried out their ministry, whether it be
helping in parishes, offering hospitality to visitors or visiting hospitals and homes for children
who were not with their families. I even liked their style of prayer together. Eventually,
their chapel became one of my favorite places to practice, and I offered my musical services
for occasional liturgies in return for this privilege.
I always noticed that the Oblates were welcoming and affirming of me and my talents,
my person and my ministry. I never felt recruited - but I always felt welcomed. That’s how
it is with some individuals and groups - many are wonderful, but you just “click” more with
some than with others. When I finally discerned to join a religious community, it was an
easy choice for me to know with whom I felt I belonged.
I entered the novitiate 28 years ago, and
eventually became a Missionary Oblate. Our
common call is brotherhood in the Oblates of
Mary Immaculate, offering our lives in service to
evangelizing the poor. I am also a priest, having
both made vows in the Oblates and received the
sacrament of Holy Orders to provide sacramental
leadership as an Oblate. But for those of us who are
both priests and members of religious congregations,
we are always Oblates first, some of whom are
ordained. We are not priests who happen to
be Oblates!
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Reaching Out to People in
Need through a Charitable
Gift Annuity
Maria Cristina of La Morita, Mexico was
born with a rare disease that caused a tumor
to grow on her back. Surgery to remove the
tumor turned out very badly – and she lost the
ability to walk. In March 2011 she contracted
a severe infection in her foot which put her
in a coma for over a month, and eventually
caused her to lose her leg.
Maria turned for help to the San Eugenio
Clinic in La Morita, which offers basic medical
and dental services at a reduced cost. As part
of this ministry, the Oblates have arranged for a mobile clinic to serve those people who are
unable to travel.
Because of the medical care she received at San Eugenio, Maria now lives with her
parents and tries to be as independent as possible, selling candy from the window of her
bedroom in order to support her family.
Thanks to friends like you, Maria and others continue to find the lifesaving help and
compassionate care they need through the Oblates’ San Eugenio Clinic and Mobile Clinic.
But the Oblates need your help. Your kindness allows needy people to experience the
Lord’s love. Charitable gift annuities help make our mission work possible – while offering
our benefactors a reliable, tax-free source of income for life.
Please return the coupon below or call Kaitlyn at 1-877-398-7687 to request a personalized proposal.

YES, please send me a no-obligation One-Life Gift Annuity proposal.
Full Name _______________________ Birth Date ________
Address ____________________________________
City ______________________ State ____ ZIP _______
Phone _________________ Amount Considered ___________
($5,000 minimum)

Two-Life Gift Annuity Rates differ from One-Life Rates.
Second Annuitant’s Name ________________ Birth Date _______
Oblate Annuity Trust
Office of Charitable and Planned Giving
9480 N. De Mazenod Dr., Belleville, IL 62223
www.oblategiving.org

Not available in all states.
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Donor Highlight:

Rita LeBlond

W

hen Rita LeBlond passed away
on September 15, 2012 at the
age of 94, she left behind two beloved
daughters, three grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren. She also left behind a
tradition of prayer and a commitment to the
National Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows.
Rita was a young woman when she made
her first donation to the Oblates. She requested a
devotional gift she saw in a newspaper advertisement for the
National Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows. Over the years she never lost that
connection with the Oblates and their shrine. She contributed regularly to the
Oblates’ ministries and was a devoted donor the rest of her life.
Rosalee Cavataio, Senior Gift Advisor for the Missionary Oblates of Mary
Immaculate, became good friends with Rita and her daughters over the years.
“Rita was a gracious hostess and we always talked about our families, Fr. Guild
and her devotion to Our Lady of the Snows, who watched over her when she
was alone,” said Rosalee.
Rita’s 63-year-old daughter Dolores fondly recalls her mother’s dedication to
the Oblates and the Shrine. She remembers her mother’s dedication to prayer
and her faith. “Mom had always wanted to go into religious life, to be a nun,”
Dolores explained. “But due to a health problem she wasn’t accepted into the
religious order.”
Rita never lost her strong faith. “Both of my parents were religious,” said
Dolores, “but mom was so strong in her beliefs that, no matter what she did,
she offered up her prayers. Prayer helped her get through the day. It was her
way of pleasing the Lord.”
Rita’s 72-year-old daughter Denise is grateful for her mother’s faith-filled
influence in her life. “Mom taught me about Our Blessed Mother,” said Denise.
“Family rosary was a mandatory thing. No matter what would happen to us,
she taught us to pray about it.” Denise has carried on her mother’s tradition of
keeping a rosary close at hand. “We used to sew pockets into our underclothes
to hold our rosaries. Mom’s motto was, ‘Don’t forget your rosary, dear! We’ve
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“Mom taught me about
Our Blessed Mother,”
said Denise. “Family
rosary was a mandatory
thing. No matter what
would happen to us, she
taught us to pray
about it.”

got to talk to the Blessed Mother!’
Now I still don’t go anywhere
without a rosary in my pocket,” she
said. “I talk to Our Blessed Mother
every day. I have to thank my mom
for that.”
Dolores and Denise remember
and carry on their mother’s special
family traditions. Every Christmas
Eve, after midnight Mass, the family
would go to the Christmas tree with
a small birthday cake for the Baby
Jesus. “We would unwrap Him, put
Him in the manger and cover Him
up,” recalls Denise. “I still do this –
and I’ve taught my grandchildren to
do it.”

then we’d send all of our
savings to the Shrine of
Our Lady of the Snows.
That’s how I started
learning to give and help
the people.”
Denise continues to
help the Shrine and the
Oblates. “I try to continue
donating in mom’s name
and keep the tradition up
and not let it die,”
said Denise.

Rosalee will miss
Rita’s friendship. Rita was a
very loyal donor who gave very
generously with her limited, fixed
income,” said Rosalee. “Supporting
the work of the Oblates and knowing
she was in their prayers gave her
much joy.”

Rita also had a tradition of
burning candles in honor of
Our Lady of the Snows. She was
especially fond of burning candles
during Mary’s month of May.
Rita was sure to teach her
children the importance of giving
back. “During Lent we’d make a
lot of little sacrifices,” said Denise.
“Mom would have us collect our
pennies every day of Lent, and
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Above all it is necessary to obey God’s call, rely on His graces
and then do the best I can with the help of His grace.
St. Eugene De Mazenod
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